Rules of Play

Student Name

50

40

Weekly
Total

Creative
Quest

10

Major
Goals

When a card is turned in, the player gets to name one piece that is
done—no questions asked.

10 5/d 20

Perform

FREE
PARKING

Free Parking cards allow
players to permanently “park” a
piece they don’t want to play any
longer. Each player is given 2
cards at the beginning of the game
and may use them at any time.

Bonus
Roll

When a card is turned in, the player will automatically receive
the same practice pay as they did the previous week, regardless
of the time they actually practiced.

Perfect
Week

Get Out of Jail Free cards
allow players to redeem a bad
week of practice. Each player is
given 2 cards at the beginning of
the game and may use them at
any time.

5

Practice
Days

Get Out
of Jail
FREE

5

Mystery
Card

Each player’s goal is to collect all of the game
stickers by the end of the school year. There will be
prizes for everyone who makes it to the finish line!

Lesson
Activity

Purchase stickers at each stop on the game board
using Bach Bucks earned at lessons. (See the
next page for a list of how to earn Bach Bucks.)
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Players may draw a Chance card
(with eyes closed) at the start of
each lesson. The card should
remain face down until the end of
the lesson. If the player turns it
over and can answer YES to the
question on the card, he or she
earns a Bonus!

Chance Card Questions
1. Did I have a positive attitude today?
2. Did I keep my fingers from doodling on the keys when my
teacher gave instructions?
3. Did I sit tall at the piano for my whole lesson?
4. Did I use a good hand position for each song?
5. Did I pay careful attention to fingerings?
6. Did I always check my starting position before I played?
7. Did I choose an appropriate tempo for each piece ?
8. Did I keep my eyes on the music and not my hands?
9. Did I make sure to hold long notes and rests for their full value?
10. Did I pay careful attention to the details in my music?

Players may earn extra Bach Bucks
by completing Creative Quest
challenges. Each player may draw
a Creative Quest card at lessons to
determine a project category, then
choose a specific assignment to
complete.
Each player may complete up to two Creative Quest projects per
game space.

Earn Bach Bucks for completing
these tasks:
At lessons:

Major Accomplishments:

Arrive on time with all of your books ……………………………….$5

Complete an entire level of assigned technique ………………..$50

Successfully complete any technique, sightreading,
ear training, theory or rhythm assignment …..……………….$5

Pass a yearly theory exam ……………………………………………...$50

Answer “yes” to a Chance Card ..…….…………………...………….$10

Complete an entire ear training workbook ………….…………...$50
Successfully clap and count an entire rhythm challenge .….$50
Complete an entire level of sightreading ….………………………$50

Practice:
Get to the piano to practice (at least ____ minutes) ….…….$5/day
Complete a Perfect Week (every assignment practiced) …...$20
Roll a die at lessons – if you practiced that many days
or more, earn a bonus! ……………………………………………..…$10

Creative Quest Projects:
Complete a Composing Challenge....……………………………….$40
Perform an improvised piece. ……….……………………………….$40
Complete a Listening Challenge ..………………………….………..$40

Performing:
Polish and record a piece ……………………………….……………...$20
Perform at a group lesson ………..…………………………………….$20
Perform from memory at a group lesson …………………………$25
Perform at school, church or other outside event
(requires note from parent) ……………………………………………………....$25

Perform at a studio recital or event …..……………………………..$50

Complete a Meet the Composer Packet ..………………………….$40

